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2. Plaintiffs in error were plaintiffs in the trial court, where they
sought to enjoin the pollution of the waters of Clear Creek by defendants with
tailings from the latter's mills. The court found generally in favor of plain-
tiffs, but by its final decree allowed defendants to discharge 670 tons of tail-
ings and slime, per day, into Clear Creek and required plaintiffs to pay their
own costs. Error is prosecuted to reverse this decree.

Plaintiffs own farms in Jefferson county, Colorado, with water rights
from Clear Creek for irrigation purposes. The defendants operate ore reduction
mills located up the river or above plaintiffs' farms, and discharge their mill
tailings and slime into the stream which the water holds in suspension carrying
them into the ditches and upon the lands of plaintiffs. It is claimed that the
water is thereby polluted; that a continuous nuisance is created; that great
and irreparable damage is done to plaintiffs' ditches. lands and crops; and that
the water is rendered unfit for domestic or irrigation purposes. Plaintiffs seek
a full and permanent injunction against this pollution.

Defendants by their answers admit depositing the tailings and slime in
the waters of Clear Creek, but deny that more than ten per cent of such reach
the lands of plaintiffs and other water users, and claim this pollution to be
lawful. Four defenses were set up by the answers.

First. That the tailings were not injurious. Second. Usage and cus-
tom in depositing in the stream. all mill tailings and slimes from the mills in
this watershed for many years. Third. Acquiescence by plaintiffs by reason of
their having failed for a n unreasonable time to take steps to prevent this pollu-
tion. Fourth. That defendants cannot, without an expenditure in excess of
profits, dispose of their mill tailings and slimes otherwise than by depositing
them into the stream.

Demurrers to the last three defenses were filed and taken under ad-
visement by the court until the case was presented on the merits, and then sus-
tained. Replications were filed denying all new matters and alleging the plain-
tiffs' water appropriations were long prior, in point of time, to any pretended
right of the defendants. The court found this tailings damage to plaintiffs'
lands to be immeasurable and irreparable; that there is a point between one ton
and 3,000 tons of daily tailings output where the use by the defendants of their
water rights for milling purposes becomes unreasonable; that where this point is,
is not definitely or precisely covered by the evidence, and in determining that
point the court must to some extent experiment and rely upon common sense; that
100 to 400 tons of tailings a day put into the stream 20 miles above where taken
out for irrigation, would not be an unreasonable use nor do any real damage;
that the depositing by the Chain O'Mines company of more than 600 tons a day in
the operation of its mill, of tailings and slimes into Clear Creek, is unreason-
able and causes real damage to plaintiffs; that depositing not more than 70 tons
a day by the Mattie Consolidated Mining Company is reasonable and causes no
damage to plaintiffs; that defendants have the right to make reasonable experi-
ments to impound their tailings, and the court retained jurisdiction to modify
the permanent injunctive order to permit the making of reasonable experiments,
and to enforce or modify the injunction in accordance with conditions.

The evidence shows the ownership of lands by plaintiffs and the right
to divert and use water from Clear Creek for the irrigation of their lands.
These rights they exercise, and they raise all kinds of garden and farm products.
It required many days to introduce the great mass of detailed evidence showing
damage, and the vast preponderance of the evidence justifies a finding of
irreparable damage.



The evidence is grouped under 24 subdivisions and emphasizes the fol-
lowing conditions: The headwaters of Clear Creek are in Clear Creek and Gilpin
Counties and form the stream which flows easterly, entering the South Platte
river north of Denver. The principal ditches involved, that divert water from
Clear Creek, are six in number and extend 30 miles from the point where the stream
leaves the mountains. The defendants' mills, of which complaint is made, are lo-
cated in the mountains and began the operations, which are claimed to damage
plaintiffs, in 1928 and 1929 respectively. These mills grind and pulverize large
quantities of ore and the process employed reduces it to finely powdered rock
called tailings and the more finely powdered substance, slimes. These tailings
are discharged from the mills into tributaries of Clear Creek or onto ground of
steep topography with sudden drainage into the tributaries. Water is used from
the tributaries for the grinding process, the mixture becomes one of whitish
grey or bluish grey color, and the tailings are not soluable in water. Thirty-
three per cent of the tailings from the Chain O'Mines mill pass through a 150
mesh screen which contains 22,500 openings to the square inch. Thirty and nine-
tenths per cent of the tailings from the Mattie mill pass through a 200 mesh
screen which contains 40,000 openings per square inch. The stream in the moun"
tains falls rapidly, there being a difference of 2,000 feet in altitude from its
main source to where it leaves the mountains; this condition holds the tailings
and slimes in suspension and they are carried into the ditches and upon plain-
tiffs' lands. Defendants by their answer admit that ten per cent of the tailings
and slimes are so carried and deposited. Plaintiffs' Exhibit C, discloses the
date of water appropriations from Clear Creek for the various ditches. The na-
ture of the claimed damage to plaintiffs' ditches, water rights, lands, crops
and proper use, may be stated briefly as follows: Tailings and slimes close and
seal the pores of the soil; prevent aeration of roots and plants; prevent water
from seeping through the soil; great loss of water; clogs the ditches with de-
posits; increased labor in cleaning out ditches and hauling away many loads of
tailings from ponds and ditches; lowers productiVity of the soil; increases the
necessity for fertilization; lessens marketability of strawberries and other
products, after tailings water has run over them they are not fit for use; re-
quires many times more water for irrigation, one irrigation with pond water
equaling six irrigations with tailings water; fills reservoirs and lessens the
value of lands so irrigated. According to the estimates of Dr. Weinig of the
School of Mines, the mill tailings coming down Clear Creek are approximately
sixty per cent of the calculated yearly erosion. Plaintiffs I testimony was to
the effect that the cost to the defendant Chain O'Mines Company of impounding its
mill tailings would be 4.4 cents per ton. A witness for defendant testified
that such impounding could be done for ten cents per ton.

The specific finding of the court on all matters presented was in favor
of the plaintiffs, but apparently by its decree it allowed defendants to dis-
charge 670 tons of tailings and slimes per day into Clear Creek on the theory
that such discharge was not unreasonable, and it stated that the point between a
reasonable and an unreasonable discharge is not definitely fixed by the evidence
and that in determining this question, it was necessary for the court to experi-
ment. It further stated that the defendants had a right to make reasonable
experiments to impound their mill tailings and the court retained jurisdiction
to modify its injunctive orders so as to permit such experimentation, and re-
quired plaintiffs to pay their own costs.

The defendant companies contend that their first, second and fourth
defenses were good; that the demurrer thereto should not have been sustained and
they aSSign cross-error on the adverse ruling. Said defenses are: First. Usage
and custom of operators of reduction mills and plants in the watershed of
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discharging tailings and slimes into Clear Creek for many years. Second. That
at the time the farmers acquired their lands and water rights they knew of the
above mentioned custom, raised no objection to the construction of the mills
involved, and thereby acquiesced in the construction of the mills involved, and
thereby acquiesced in the construction and operation of the mills, neglecting for
an unreasonable time to take any steps to prevent the alleged nuisance. Third.
That defendants cannot, without an expenditure in excess of their present or
prospective profits, dispose of mill tailings and slimes otherwise than by dis-
charging them into Clear Creek and its tributaries.

Plaintiffs contend that this pollution of the water is in violation
of the statutes and constitutes a nuisance that should be enjoined fully and
permanently as the pleadings alone would require; that full injunction should
issue regardless of the amount of tailings discharged into Clear Creek, and
that the cost of impounding tailings, custom, laches and estopple, constitute
no defense to plaintiffs' cause of action; that plaintiffs should not be re-
quired to seek further injunctive orders, and that they should recover their
costs expended

Section 3296, C. L. '21,provides: "In no case shall any person or
persons be allowed to flood the property of another person with water, or wash
down the tailings of his or their sluice upon the cLaim or property of other
persons, but it shall be the duty of every miner to take care of his own tail-
ings, upon his own property, or become responsible for all damages that may
arise therefrom"

Viewed in the light of reason and this particular statute, it would
seem that there is no doubt about the correctness of the trial court's finding -
which is based upon ample evidence - that there was a violation of the statute
and an invasion of plaintiffs' rights. The demurrer to these three defenses was
properly sustained. As to the remaining defense, that the tailings were not
injurious, there is ample evidence to support the findings of the trial court
to the contrary and they therefore will not be disturbed.

It is not necessary to discuss the many questions presented concerning
the rights of both the parties touching their priorities or as to the superior
rights claimed by defendants for manufacturing or milling purposes, or the
question of acquiescence by plaintiffs, for the reason that the question of
pollution is determinative of all matters involved. Whatever rights might be
claimed by the defendant owners, they cannot justify the claim of a right to
pollute the waters of this natural stream. This question is definitely settled
by the case of Suffolk G. M. & M. Co. v. Mining Co., 9 Colo. App. 407, 415,
419, 48 Pac. 828, from which we quote the following language: "The lower owners
were entitled to have the waters preserved in their purity, that fish might
swim, that their stock might drink, and that the water might be applied to
domestic uses. Parties have been restrained from carrying on a business on
the banks of a stream whereby polluting matter would by natural seepage, from
rains or from any extraneous cause, be carried into the general volume of the
water, and diminish its purity and its usefulness. This has been extended S0
far as to prevent the owners of lands higher up the stream from using their
land at their own pleasure, although they had an absolute fee title thereto, in
such way as to injure the lower owners, unless such injury proceeded from
natural causes over which the parties had no control. Parties have been per-
mitted to mine their own lands, but even thereon and therein they have been
restrained from erecting pumping plants, hoisting water to the surface, dis-
charging it into a stream, and letting it flow to their neighbors in such way
as to injure the use and destroy the right which the lower owner had theretofore
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enjoyed." Citing cases. Continuing, the court said: "The question of balance of
injury may possib~ be right, and the court may have a right to consider it on an
interlocutory application; but we know of no principle by which equity, otherwise
having cognizance of the case, should measure the rights of one party by the cost
to the other, committing the injury, to prevent either its commission or its con-
tinuance. As it was put in the English cases, it would be a sorry condition of
the law if the courts were compelled to hold that the property of another might
be taken because it would be either inconvenient or expensive to the one commit-
ting the nuisance to restrain or prevent its continuance." (Cited with approval
in Krebs v. Hermann, 90 Colo. 61, 70, 6 P. (2d) 907.)

There is an admitted pollution of the water here in question. That a
greater portion is polluted than is admitted, is clearly shown by the eVidence,
and the court so found. It further specifically found that this pollution caused
immeasureable and irreparable damage to plaintiffs, however, in the language of
the court, "Without definite or precise evidence." It also made a finding that
certain tonnage was not unreasonable and venturing an experiment in connection
therewith affirmatively allowed the mills to discharge 670 tons into the stream
daily. We do not find &~y basis in the evidence for this allowance and believe
it to be in conflict with equitable principles, with the statutes, and with the
decisions of this court. The court's decree in that respect is inconsistent with
its findings and is without support in the evidence. The injunction should have
been made full and permanent against any and all pOllution, and the defendants
should not be allowed to experiment to plaintiffs' further damage. After making
a finding that the damage to plaintiffs was great and irreparable, it was in-
consistent to require them to pay their own costs even though they obtained only
a partial abatement of the nuisance for which they are not responsible and which
caused their damage. The acts of the defendants in operating their mills, al-
though contributing in different degrees to the pollution of which complaint is
made, combined and taken together operated to produce the damaging results, and
each is responsible for the entire resulting damage even though its separate act
or neglect alone might not have caused it. In the circumstances neither should
escape the effect of a full and permanent injunction.

We therefore affirm the finding of the trial court in part, and re-
mand the cause with directions to enter a decree making the injunction full,
complete and permanent.

MR. JUSTICE BUTLER and MR. JUSTICE BOUCK dissent.



No. 13244. Wilmore, et al, v. Chain OrMines, et al.

Announced March 14th, 1935.

ON RmEARING

Mr. Justice Holland.
In the original opinion, the thing enjoined is pollution. On rehearing,

it has been argued, in substance, that the introduction of any quantity of ex-
traneous matter into this stream, would be a violation of the injunction. That

It "does not follow. For the purposes of this case, the word pollution means an
impairment, with attendant injury, to the use of the water that plaintiffs are
entitled to make. Unless the introduction of extraneous matter so unfavorably
affects such use, the condition created, is short of pollution. In reality, the
thing forbidden is the injury. The quantity introduced is immaterial. A primary
duty rests upon one introducing such extraneous matter into this stream, to pre-
vent damage arising from suoh introduction, either from his acts alone, or in con-
junction with those of others. Failing in this, he must answer at his peril.

The original opinion is adhered to.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BUTLER and MR. JUSTICE BOUCK dissent from the order
adhering to the original opinion.

MR. JUSTICE BOUCK reserves the right to file an opinion stating his
views.

MR. JUSTICE CAMPBELL not participating.



STATE OF COLORADO
COUNTY OF JEFFERS ON

IN IDE DIS'illICTCOURT
No. 3313

W. W. WILMORE, JOE PEARSON,
D. E. 'illOGLER, FRANK BOND
and FRANK MORRIS,

Plaintiffs, FINAL JUDGMENT AND DECREEvs.
OHAIN O'MINES, INC. a
Corporation, and '!HEMATTIE :
OONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY,
a Corporation,

Defendants.

Now on this day this cause coming on for entry of final judgment and de-
cree, in accordance with the opinions of the Supreme Court of the State of Colorado
in cauee therein numbered 13244, entitled W. W. Wilmore, et aI, plaintiffs in error,
vs. Chain O'Mines, Inc., a corporation, et al, defendants in error, filed and en-
tered of record therein on March 14, 1935, the plaintiffs appearing herein by
Harry C. Davis and Stanley T. Wallbank, their attorneys, and the Court having read
the pleadings and haVing heard all of the eVidence and the arguments of counsel and
the aforementioned opinions of the Supreme Court of the State of Colorado, and ~e-
ing now fully advised herein does find the issues herein joined for the plaintiffs
as follows:

(1) That the general demurrers of plaintiffs to the second, third and
fourth defenses of the respective amended answers of the Chain O'Mines, Inc., and
The Mattie Consolidated Mining Company are hereby sustained.

(2) That mining operations carried on in a cautious and careful manner
without negligence will not justify the pollution of a stream, nor will the deposit
of mining debris or mine water, necessary for successful operation of a mine justi-
fy the pollution of a stream.

(3) That the Court will neither consider the comparative damages that
will result by granting or Withholding the injunction writ for the law will not per-
mit the property of one to be taken or destroyed by another, on the ground that the
public or individual will derive greater advantage. Public policy is more COn-
cerned in the protection of rights than profits. The Colorado statutes make it the
duty of the miner to care for his mine tailings upon his own property and the pollu-
tion of a stream cannot be justified or excused on the ground that it would be more
expensive for the upper proprietor to prevent the injury than for the injured party
to protect against it and there is no estoppel against the pollution of a stream.

(4) When a large number of persons on a stream each deteriorate the
water a little so the combined acts of all render the water unfit for use, each
cannot defend on the ground that his act alone did not materially affect the water.
A miner, regardless of whether he is a prior owner or not has no right to allow
debris and tailings to run free into a stream to the injury of mining, agriCUltural
or domestic rights of those below or upon another's property, nor can such right
be acquired by custom. It is immaterial that one is guilty of no negligence or
that oparations could not be carried on without inflicting injury.

(5) What constitutes a reasonable use or an unlawful interference with
another's rights must be determined upon the facts and circumstances of each par-
ticular case.'
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(6) Clear Creek water-shed comprises approximately four hundred square

miles lying above Golden, a very precipitous,·mountainous territory spotted with in-
numerable old tunnels and mine dumps, subject to torrential rains at periods, and
accumulation of snow in winter, flood water in spring having a drop from the top to
Golden of around three thousand feet.

(7) That The Mattie Mine for two years has been running approximately
sixty-five to seventy tons of mill tailings a day in Chicago Creek entering the main
channel of Clear Creek at Idaho Springs.

(8) That Chain O'Mines, Inc., since 1928 has been running total daily av-
erage of mill tailings into Clear Creek as follows:

1929--Total 42,860 tons, daily average 117 tons,
1930--Total 126,976 tons, daily average 347 tons,
1931--Total 252,174 tons, daily average 690 tons,
1932--Total Four Months, 106,657 tons, daily average 881 tons.

Over a period of·twenty years Clear Creek has a mean flow of two hundred
fifty-three cubic feet of water per second of time. Chain O'Mines, Inc., takes out
of North Clear Creek, a tributary of Clear Creek, and uses approximately two cubic
feet of water per second of time, pumped to its mill and there used in milling, re-
turned to the stream with daily milling contents. Ore mined at Chain O'Mines, Inc.
is very low grade necessitating ball and roller crushing to a very small eize run-
ning over cocoa mats, burlap and jig concentrating tables so that the tailings when
finally released contain very fine silt or mine slime, about twenty-five per cent
being two hundred mesh material. The same is true of the Mattie Mine.

(9) Since 1859 extensive mining operations have been carried on in this
territory with a considerable break between 1916 and 1928, which must have carried
a large tonnage of mill tailings and slime into Clear Greek which contains thous-
ands of tons of mill tailings and slimes.

(10) The introduction into Clear Creek of any unreasonable amount of
tailings and slimes causes an undue percentage to be carried into the ditches and
laterals used by the farmers in Clear Creek valley and upon their lands. That over
one hundred ten thousand acres of farm lands of great values are irrigated by Clear
Creek water through these canals and ditches aggregating several hundred miles in
length, constructed and maintained at great expense.

(11) That it is immaterial to the issues herein whether Clear Creek water
is the only available source for irrigation. That these tailings do not contain
sufficient pyrites, Oil, sulphur or chemicals to deleteriously affect the water at
Golden and places below.

(12) That plaintiffs and those similarly situated have a just complaint
and are suffering and will increasingly suffer as the output of tailings into this
stream is increased, a material and substantial damage impossible to reduce to dol-
lars and cents.

(13) That the lands under cultivation in Clear Creek valley are what
might be known as arid lands, requiring intensive irrigation and cultivation, and
have for many years through irrigation been reclaimed until a beautiful production
and fertile valley has come into be~ngl in which alfalfa, grains, vegetables, melons,
fruits, flowers, trees and vines are now being raised in enormous quantities upon
a profitable basis.
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(14) That on the upper reaches of Clear Creek defendants have erected

mills representing vast outlay of money, employment of some two hundred men, reviv-
ing of a community dependent upon the operation of mining works. That the slimes
and tailings therefrom find their way to Clear Creek valley upon cultivated lands of
plaintiffs and others similarly situated; that Clear Creek is subject to floods and
low water; that prior to the time said water began to carry the present quantity of
slimes and tailings from the defendants' mills it flowed reasonably clear and free
from sediment; that clear water free from sediment is more valuable for irrigation
than water carrying sediment; that during the last three years Clear Creek at other
than flood periods has become excessively colored by slimes and tailings and began
to deposit same through ditches in Clear Creek valley upon lands of plaintiffs and
others similarly situated and during the last three or four years has continuously
increased consisting of finely pulverized rock and so far as it consists of slimes
and tailings injuriously affects said cultivated lands. It is deposited in a con-
stantly increasing depth near the points immediately applied and progressively thin-
ner farther from such points. That said deposit is injurious in elevating the land
adjoining point of immediate application compelling the taking of water from in-
creasingly high water levels in order to flood the land. It forms a compact layer
over the soil depriving the roots of plants of necessary irrigation. It packs
about the roots and stems of growing plants mechanically choking them to restrict
productiveness. It forms a coating on crops like strawberries where it comes in con-
tact that destroys marketability. That beyond a certain point it will become seri-
ously injurious to land. That perennial crops like alfalfa which cannot be plowed,
and which stool at the surface of the soil, are seriously impaired when the crown
becomes covered. That the sedimentary deposit upon cultivated soil of slimes and
tailings is more injurious than natural sediment or erosion because more finely
pulverized and forms a more compact blanket) more nearly impermeable to water) and
when dry much harder) more cement-like, more difficult to plow or harrow; that said
slimes and tailings are also more injurious to growing plants) in their mechanical
choking effect) than the natural sediment or erosion, by reason) also) of the more
fine pulverization of the former and the more compact way in which they become packed
on and about the roots and stems of such growing plants; that normally the periods
of lower water in the said river come at the times when there is the greatest need
of irrigation by growing crops; that during the winter months) from November 1st to
April 1st, the water in Clear Creek is running at low ebb) and as a result thereof
great volumes of slimes and tailings, unmixed with other substances, are deposited
along the sides of the river itself and in some of the irrigation ditches more par-
ticular~ affected thereby) and on the soil near the points of immediate application
of water therefrom for the purpose of irrigation) which winter accumulation causes
a tremendous volume of tailings content in the flood waters coming down in the
spring months when water must be used by plaintiffs in irrigating; that the plain-
tiffs and others similarly situated herein are injured in the loss of the produc-
tivity of their fields) and that such crops are diminished in an amount and value
which the court cannot determine; that the injuries indicated by the court are
continuous and increasing) and will become constantly an increasing menace with the
increase of output of the defendant Chain O'Mines mill if their plan of operation as
set forth in their advertisements is carried out; that the damages to the plaintiffs
and others similarly situated) now sustained) or reasonably to be anticipated) are
of a nature not readily susceptible of proof in an action at law for damages) and
that said injuries in their ultimate effect are and will be irreparable) and that
the said defendants threaten to, and will unless restrained in some manner by the
order of this Court) continue to deposit increasing amounts of slimes and tailings)
as hereinbefore set forth) to the damage of the plaintiffs herein and of others sim-
ilarly situated.

(15) It is the judgment of the Court that a permanent injunctive order
enter herein in accordance with these findings.



NON, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND D:m:;REED:

(1) That defendant Chain O'Mines, Inc., its agents, employees, represen-
tatives, successors and assigns, are hereby fully and permanently enjoined and re-
strained from discharging slimes or tailings into Clear Creek or into any tributary
thereof in such manner that the said slimes or tailings will be carried into and
pollute the water of Clear Creek or any tributary thereof, to such an extent that
either from such acts alone or in conjunction with those of others, the same will
cause impairment with attendant injury to the use of the water that the plaintiffs
are entitled to make.

(2) That the defendant, The Mattie Consolidated Mining Company, its
agents, employees, representatives, successors and assigns are hereby fully and
permanently enjoined and restrained from discharging slimes or tailings into Clear
Creek or into any tributary thereof in such manner that the said slimes or tailings
will be carried into and pollute the water of Clear Creek or any tributary thereof,
to such an extent that either from such acts alone or in conjunction with those of
others, the same will cause impairment with attendant injury to the use of the water
that the plaintiffs are entitled to make.

IT IS ORDERED BY THE COURT, That plaintiffs have and recover of and from
the defendants herein their costs herein taxed, and that execution may issue there-
for.

Signed this 12th day of April, A. D. 1935.
BY THE COURT:
(Signed) Charles C. Sackmann

Judge.

STATE OF COLORADO,
COUNTY OF JEFFERS ON

I, Charles Pike, Clerk of the District Court of Jefferson County, State
aforesaid, do hereby certify the above and foregoing to be a true, complete, and
perfect copy of a FINAL JUDGMENT AND DECREE had and entered of record in a certain
cause in said Court lately depending wherein W. W. WILMORE, et al, were Plain-
tiffs and CHAIN 0 'MINES, INC., a Corporation, and THE MATTIE CONSOLIDATED MINING
COMPANY, a corporation were Defendants, as the same now remains on file and of
record in this office.

ss.

(SEAL DISTRICT COURT
JEFFERSON COUNTY)

WITNESS rrry hand and the seal of said
Court at the Court.House in Golden, County
and State aforesaid this 12th day of
April, A. D. 1935.

(Signed) Charles Pike
Clerk.




